Dynamic Wedding Photography

Become a powerful and dynamic wedding
photographer? Charge what you want?
Shoot in exotic locations? Attract clients
that absolutely freak for who you are and
what you do?This book is written for you!!
Ranked as one of the Top 10 Wedding
Photographers in the World, David
Beckstead will teach you how:1.Tools to
find your style and find clients who will
love your style.2.See and create more
dynamic
imagery.3.Increase
your
awareness levels. 4.Practice you craft
more effectively. 5.Discover your
Safe-zone and overcome it. 6.Study and
implement amazing compositions in the
fast-paced wedding environment. 7.Dive
into you and find your niche.8.Balance
your lifestyle with your business to create
the ultimate wedding photographer!See the
light. Capture the light. Bend the light. Be
the light. - David BecksteadIn this book,
David Beckstead brings to you his almost
two decades of professional wedding
photography experience. Known for his
dynamic compositions and skill in using
light in radical ways, David shows how
you can become a stylistic and creative
photographer attracting clients that love
what you do.In these pages you will find an
openly honest guide to exploring the
psychology of image creation and style
building. You will learn ways to take risks
with your compositions and exposures and
express your art and with your
heart.Powerful images create powerful
opportunities! Let me help you become a
dynamic wedding photographer! - David
BecksteadAs you study the pages of this
book, immerse yourself through Davids
eyes, and let him guide you to a new,
exciting horizon, and let the experience
influence your work. It will no doubt have
a profound impact on your career. - Grant
Oakes / grantoakes.comI found David beautiful!!!
Love your compositions,
dynamism, and FUN way with your
subjects. This has given a hook to work
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with that suit me perfectly - Steve
GreigHello David, my name is Daniel
Viana, I am wedding photographer in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. I bought your book a month
ago and cannot stop devouring it, is very
good goal and exciting ... Thank you for
sharing with the world your knowledge....
Dynamic Wedding now is my ideal!
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